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PRAYING IN CONCENTRIC CIRCLES

We all know we should pray. But when it comes to
how we should pray and for what we should pray,
we may be a little lost. This isn’t just true of our
personal prayer time but of our family prayer time
too. There are numerous good and beneficial tools
to aide in giving structure and direction to our
family prayer times. One way is to pray in concentric
circles beginning with a focus on our immediate
family and moving towards lifting our eyes to the
nations. This can prove helpful in a few ways. One, it
is a simple model that our children can grasp and
adopt for themselves. Two, it is a holistic model—
that is it takes literally Jesus’ instruction to pray that
God’s will would be done and His kingdom come
on earth—in our families and church and schools
and parks and the lives of our neighbors and to the
ends of the earth. Third, it is fluid enough to fit the
needs of the day. When our children are sick or our
neighbor lost his job, this model can still guide us in
praying for those things to our Father in heaven.
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The most immediate relationships we have are found in our family.
When functioning properly, it is in the context of our family that we
are most known and most loved. It would make sense, therefore,
that our prayers begin with those with whom we are in greatest
proximity. Here are some ideas to pray with and for your family.

๏ Give thanks for each member of your family.
๏ Pray that your family would love God and one
another.

๏ Pray that your home would be a blessing for your
family and others.

๏ Pray that God would make your family a foretaste
of His kingdom.

๏ Pray for wisdom to lead your family.
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When God saves us from our sin, He saves us into the community
of His people, the church. Our lives are knit together by our
common faith in Jesus. It is in the shared life of the church that God
grows us up together in Christ. In this way, we both belong to and
need one another. So we ought to pray for one another.

๏ Give thanks and pray for your church.
๏ Pray that the gospel of Jesus would be treasured
by the church.

๏ Pray for your pastors—that God would grant them
wisdom to lead well.

๏ Pray love will reign in the body of Christ.
๏ Pray the corporate gathering would be
encouraging and edifying.

๏ Pray for your neighbors, especially that they would
come to love Jesus.
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It is no accident that we live in the time, place and among the
people we do. These things have been appointed by the God who
calls us to bear witness to the good news of Jesus in the
neighborhoods and parks and workplaces and schools in which He
has placed us. Faithfulness to this calling demands we pray.

๏ Pray for opportunities to show and speak the love
of Christ to your neighbors.

๏ Pray that the kingdom of God would come in
every square inch of your neighborhood.

๏ Pray the gospel would bring renewal to the
broken parts of your neighborhood.

๏ Pray God would draw all nations to Himself;
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The redemptive plan of God has always included all nations—
people from every tribe and language. And it will not be
completed until the gospel of Jesus is proclaimed to all nations.
Then the day will come when the nations will gather together as
one to worship King Jesus. Until then, our task remains unfinished.

choose one unreached people for whom you pray
a day.

๏ Pray God would send workers into the global
harvest.

๏ Pray for open eyes to see the nations around you.
๏ Pray for opportunities to participate in the gospel
going forth to all the nations.

